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Microscopic detail of complex vehicle interactions in mixed traffic, involving manual driving system (MDS) and automated driving system (ADS), is imperative in determining the extent of response by ADS vehicles in the connected automated vehicle (CAV) environment. In this context, this paper proposes a naïve microscopic car-following strategy for a mixed traffic stream in CAV settings and specified shifts in traffic mobility, safety, and environmental features. Additionally, this study explores the influences of platoon properties (i.e., intra-platoon headway, inter-platoon headway, and maximum platoon length) on traffic stream characteristics. Different combinations of MDS and ADS vehicles are simulated in order to understand the variations of improvements induced by ADS vehicles in a traffic stream. Simulation results reveal that grouping ADS vehicles at the front of traffic stream to apply Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) based car-following model will generate maximum mobility benefits for upstream vehicles. Both mobility and environmental improvements can be realized by forming long, closely spaced ADS vehicles at the cost of reduced safety. To achieve balanced mobility, safety, and environmental advantages from mixed traffic environment, dynamically optimized platoon configurations should be determined at varying traffic conditions and ADS market penetrations.

1. Introduction

Vehicles with diverse levels of integrated connectivity and automated control systems are considered to be pushing a technological leap towards diminished trip delay, fuel efficiency, reduced emission, and enhanced safety of road traffic. Although a purely automated vehicle-based traffic stream could take decades to become a reality, introducing and gradually increasing market shares of automated driving system-based vehicles in traffic streams would enable us to perceive and harness the potential gains from these technologies. Varied perceptions of mixed traffic streams and their collaborative motion dynamics hindered both researchers and practitioners from progressing with these technologies. Furthermore, the ideal compositions of automated vehicles in mixed traffic conditions remain unfamiliar to most. In response to these problems, this study proposes a simple yet effective car-following strategy for mixed traffic stream and measures the resulting impact on mobility, safety, and the environment. Additionally, the car-following strategy involved platoon development in a connected automated vehicle (CAV) environment and the study explores various platoon configurations to determine platoon parameters at different traffic states to obtain utmost benefits.

Numerous studies have been conducted by acclaimed researchers and practitioners to interpret the complex dynamics of combined traffic movements [1–6]. While these studies transcended in conceiving the levels of impact of automated driving technologies through simplified to complex macroscopic and mesoscopic modeling, the motivation of the present was shaped by the need of modeling microscopic car-following behavior in heterogeneous traffic in order to study macroscopic consequences from mobility, safety, and environmental perspectives. With that intention, this study
gives insights into a wide variation of distinct forms of impact while simulating automated-control-enabled vehicles on ideal locations and distributions along traffic stream. These insights into mixed traffic movements and platoon characteristics will motivate researchers to consider other unattended aspects of mixed traffic dynamics (e.g., lane-changing, gap acceptance, and merging) in order to rectify perceived benefits. Similarly, traffic operational authorities can take these lessons into account to impose different control strategies (e.g., dynamic aggregated controls for manually driven vehicles, dynamic personalized controls on connected vehicles) on traffic to attain maximum improvements with regard to reduced travel time, collision rates, greenhouse gas emissions, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section summarizes the existing literature on car-following models and strategies for mixed traffic and also touches on studies that identify the different form of impact that automated vehicles have on traffic. The proposed car-following strategy is described in the following section. The description of simulation procedures and the discussion on obtained results are covered, respectively, in two subsequent sections. The following section proposed an approach to obtain dynamic optimal platoon configuration for specific traffic state. The last section provides the synopsis of findings of the study and also gives recommendations for future research.

2. Literature Review

As the primary aim of this study relates to car-following strategy for mixed traffic environment, the literature related to car-following models for both forms (i.e., manual, automated) of driving system is explored here. Numerous microscopic car-following models have been proposed to imitate driving pattern of manual driving system [7–12]. Among the proposed stimulus-response-based car-following models, the intelligent driver model (IDM) is widely used in literature to depict manual driving dynamics. The ability of this model to define numerous microscopic (e.g., desired velocity and acceleration/deceleration limits) and macroscopic (e.g., capacity, capacity drop, and fundamental diagram) phenomena made it the prevalent model. On the other hand, due to rapid growth of CAV technology, the longitudinal control models for automated vehicles were also examined by researchers [13–18]. These studies provide us with structures to work on car-following strategy in mixed traffic environment and identify the extents of potential paradigm shifts.

A clear distinction of the driving system is dictated by the operational authority. While the manual driving system (MDS) represents driving systems controlled by humans, the motion dynamics of vehicles with the automated driving system (ADS) are mandated by distinct levels of automation. ADS vehicles’ longitudinal movements are commonly portrayed with adaptive cruise control (ACC) and cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC). Many studies have analyzed the contributions of longitudinal control system of ADS vehicles on traffic mobility [19–28]. While mobility was the main focus of these studies, the impact of traffic movement from safety and environmental perspective was often ignored.

Yeo et al. [29] proposed an integrated car-following and lane changing model to perform microsimulation of oversaturated freeway traffic. The proposed algorithm considered complex dynamic interactions at a microscopic level to replicate vehicle movements. However, the aptitude of this model to capture possible consequences was not tested. Wang et al. [30] proposed a car-following control for autonomous vehicle and identified the impact, focusing mainly on traffic flow characteristics. Liberis et al. [31] took a macroscopic approach to identify traffic mobility parameters in a heterogeneous traffic environment. The authors used the market penetration rate of connected vehicles to estimate traffic states. Moreover, other researchers studied the impact of introducing ADS based vehicles with conventional vehicles [32–36] on flow and mobility. Reviews of these studies provide us with the opportunity to constructively examine the contributions of earlier studies, identify the necessities to improve current knowledge, and uncover the latent insights to progress promptly with CA technology.

While the mobility attributes of traffic flow were widely discussed in many studies, the safety and environmental aspects, which are equally if not more important, were relatively unexplored by a majority of the studies. The impact of automated vehicles on both safety and mobility was discussed by Fernandes and Nunes [37]. They studied platooning of ADS vehicles with different communication schemes at various flow rates to improve roadway capacity. Several studies assessed the safety aspects of CAV based traffic. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), a complete adaptation of CAV based traffic movements would annually prevent 439,000–615,000 crashes [38]. Li et al. [39] evaluated the impact of CACC control on reducing rear-end collisions on freeways. The study shows a reduction in safety improvements with increasing market share of ADS vehicles. Rahman and Abdel-Aty [40] compared potential improvement in longitudinal safety due to varying market penetration of connected vehicles. According to the analysis presented, the managed-lane CAC control outperformed multilane control with regard to traffic safety. The report of Zabat et al. [41] stated that the presence of boundary layer along closely spaced vehicles would reduce aerodynamic drag, resulting in reduced fuel consumption and less emission. Platoon-wide environment-friendly CACC system was studied by Wang et al. [42] and their objective assessment attained 2% fuel saving with 17% emission reductions. Mamouei et al [43] argued that fuel-economy based ACC control model would not lead to highly conservative driving dynamics of traffic.

Although the reviewed studies had remarkable contributions that helped to clarify the roles and influences of ADS vehicles in traffic, the inadequacy of multiobjective decision-making approach to address ADS vehicles’ potential has influenced this research further to investigate the complex interdependencies of mixed traffic. This research seeks to contribute on three research gaps identified from the literature. These gaps are (i) the significance of ADS vehicles’ position and distributions along traffic stream, (ii) the variations of traffic flow attributes (i.e., mobility, safety, and environmental) resulting from structural changes of
CACC platoons, and (iii) adjusting platoon configurations dynamically to obtain balanced benefits from considered traffic attributes.

3. Proposed Car-Following Strategy for Individual Vehicle

Interactions and behaviors of vehicles at microscopic levels have macroscopic implications. Factors like maximum accelerations, comfortable decelerations, preferred time headways, etc. are directly linked to traffic mobility, safety, and environmental aspects. Car-following models provide individual vehicles’ acceleration from dynamic interactions with adjacent vehicles, control constraints to generate velocity, and position to determine vehicle trajectory. The car-following models of vehicles in mixed traffic were schemed here to simulate real-traffic movements. As mentioned earlier, the existence of two types of vehicle driving system was considered for combined traffic. The proposed driving strategy identified all potential combinations of leading vehicle and subject vehicle based on driving systems to determine suitable car-following models.

The proposed car-following mechanism presumed that MDS vehicles would maintain conventional car-following behavior irrespective of the leading vehicle’s driving system [Figure 1]. In this regard, intelligent driver model (IDM) [10] was chosen to represent manual drivers’ car-following behavior. Extensive applications of this model across different studies developed this model as a perfect example to simulate MDS vehicles’ car-following behavior. An enhanced version of traditional IDM was used to determine a realistic longitudinal control decision of MDS vehicles (see (1)). Discretized kinematic equations were used for all vehicles irrespective of the driving system to determine vehicle’s velocity and position (see (2) and (3)).

\[
\dot{v}(t + \Delta t) = a \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v(t)}{v_0} \right)^4 \right]
\]

where \(\dot{v}\) is acceleration of vehicle (m/s\(^2\)), \(v\) is velocity (m/s), \(a\) is maximum acceleration (set as 3 m/s\(^2\)), \(v_0\) is desired velocity (35 m/s), \(s_0\) is leading gap at jam density (5 m), \(b\) is desirable deceleration (-3 m/s\(^2\)), \(\Delta v\) is velocity difference with leading vehicle, and \(T\) is preferred time headway (2.5 sec).

To demonstrate the car-following mechanism of ADS vehicles, both ACC and CACC based car-following were implemented. A MDS based leading vehicle would prompt ADS vehicle to follow ACC with relatively high preferred time headway. Provided that the leading vehicle had ADS, the subject vehicle would choose CACC based car-following. Whether the subject vehicle would join the CACC platoon depends on the leading vehicle's platoon ID. Platoon ID is an identification number assigned to an ADS vehicle that represents its order of position in the platoon. If an ADS vehicle is a part of a platoon, it will have a fixed platoon ID; otherwise its platoon ID will contain a platoon ID = 0 (zero). While travelling through roads, the built-in communication technology of ADS vehicles would enable them to identify the leading vehicles driving system as well as platoon ID. If the platoon ID of the leading vehicle was equal to the maximum platoon length, then the subject vehicle would form a new platoon by maintaining inter-platoon headway and as a leader of the new platoon. In addition, if the leading vehicle’s platoon ID was lower than maximum platoon length, the subject vehicle would join the platoon by maintaining intra-platoon headway. We adopted the ACC and CACC car-following models developed in [17]. The accelerations of the subject

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{s_0 + \max(0, v(t) \times T + (v(t) \times \Delta v(t)) / 2 \sqrt{ab})}{s} \\
\dot{v}(t + \Delta t) &= v(t) + a(t) \times \Delta t \\
p(t + \Delta t) &= p(t) + v(t) \times \Delta t + \frac{1}{2} a(t) \times \Delta t^2
\end{align*}
\]
vehicle were determined with respect to relative position and velocity. The following equation was used to determine the acceleration of the subject vehicle:

\[
\dot{v}(t + \Delta t) = k_1 \left( \Delta p(t) - v(t) \times T - s_0 \right) + k_2 \Delta v(t)
\]  

where \( k_1, k_2 \) are control constants for relative distance and speed, respectively \((k_1, k_2 > 0)\) and \( \Delta p(t) \) is position difference with leading vehicle. The stability of the proposed ACC system was proved in [17]. Suitable \( k_1, k_2 \) values were chosen according to [17] to implement realistic simulation accounting for the sensitivity of these factors. Similar approach of dual consensus was taken by Wang et al. [18] where both position and velocity consensus were considered to determine acceleration/deceleration decision. While both ACC and CACC car-following models used \( (4) \) to determine acceleration values for ADS vehicles, higher preferred time headways \((T = 1.5 \text{ sec})\) distinguish ACC mode with CACC mode \((T \leq 1.0 \text{ sec})\).

4. Simulation Procedures

A microscopic simulation structure was built on MATLAB to replicate vehicles’ motion on a two-lane directional highway. The simulation environment was grounded on numerical analysis-based car-following behavior. All previously mentioned motion dynamic equations were coded to follow proposed car-following strategy. A stream of 20 vehicles following a controlled leading vehicle was simulated for numerous scenarios. The time headways between the vehicles in traffic stream were manipulated to simulate distinct traffic flow rates. In the simulation environment, the acceleration of the first vehicle was controlled consciously to generate multiple shockwaves and to observe the reaction of the vehicles behind it. Each simulation ran for 1000 time steps and 20 times for each scenario. The preferred time headway \((T)\) for MDS vehicles was considered as a normally distributed variable with mean value of 2.5 sec and standard deviation of 0.5 sec. Multiple runs for each scenario were executed to ensure that the obtained outcome was free from anomaly. The average values of 20 runs were listed for analysis. In the beginning of the simulation, the first vehicle was travelling at \(25 \text{ m/s}\) for 210 time steps and then accelerated at 0.167 m/s\(^2\) for 60 time steps followed by steady state (acceleration/deceleration rate = 0 m/s\(^3\), velocity = 35 m/s) for 120 time steps. Finally, the controlled vehicle at front decelerated again at 0.167 m/s\(^2\) rate for 60 time steps to regain 25m/s velocity and moved with constant velocity for the remaining time steps. The maximum velocity was set to 35 m/s. The combinations generated from the following variables sets were simulated to represent various traffic states encountered in roadways as well as to identify the variations on improvements obtained by introducing the ADS vehicles in the connected automated vehicle (CAV) environment:

(a) Initial flow rate \((\text{veh/hr})\): (i) 1400, (ii) 1800, (iii) 2400

(b) ADS market share \%: (i) 50, (ii) 75

(c) Maximum platoon length \((\text{vehicle})\): (i) 3, (ii) 4, (iii) 5, (iv) 6

(d) Inter-platoon headway \((\text{sec})\): (i) 2, (ii) 4, (iii) 6, (iv) 8

(e) Intra-platoon headway \((\text{sec})\): (i) 0.5, (ii) 0.75, (iii) 1.0, (iv) 1.25

The variables sets were restricted by the above values to limit the analysis and discussions within manageable ranges while covering a wide range of variations in traffic conditions. Platoon parameters \((i.e., \text{maximum platoon length, inter-platoon headway, and intra-platoon headway})\) were varied within reasonable ranges to identify observable trends. Two distinct driving systems were simulated by assigning specific values of driving system \((0 \text{ for MDS, } 1 \text{ for ADS})\). The driving system values assigned for vehicles were used to implement the proposed car-following strategy on the CAV environment. Assigned driving system values were also useful to adopt proper sets of motion dynamic equations.

5. Analysis, Results, and Findings

5.1. Impact of ADS Vehicles Location and Distribution. Before analyzing the mobility, safety, and environmental aspects of ADS vehicles on traffic, the influences of ADS vehicles location and distribution in traffic stream were explored. It was hypothesized that the positions of ADS vehicles in traffic stream dictated their impacts on the remaining vehicles. To prove this hypothesis, the proposed car-following strategy was simulated by allotting ADS vehicles at diverse combinations of positions with gradually increasing the initial flow rate and ADS market share. To clearly comprehend the significance of vehicle position more clearly and to reduce the intricacy of comprehension, only two features were analyzed: acceleration fluctuation of MDS vehicle in the vehicle group and variations of maximum traffic flow at varying traffic state. Since numerous combinations of ADS vehicles’ distribution are viable at different penetration rates of ADS vehicles, only a handful of combinations were selected to cover most possible variations.

Initially, these distributions were generated by placing ADS vehicles as far apart as possible (---% Comb-1) in the vehicle stream while maintaining target ADS market share. Gradually, ADS vehicles were grouped together in different combinations. The purpose of placing ADS vehicles in such an order was to visualize and measure the impact of ADS vehicles location and distribution along the vehicle stream. The combinations are listed in Table 1. The first column of the table shows percentages of ADS vehicles in the traffic stream. The numbers in second column of Table 1 identify the position ID of ADS vehicles in the traffic stream. Other vehicles, except the positions mentioned in the table, were MDS vehicles. The last column of the table provides distinct combination name of each distribution of ADS vehicles. These combinations were simulated on developed simulation environment by virtually placing ADS vehicles in the mentioned position IDs of the vehicle stream and by following proposed car-following strategy for mixed traffic. The listed combinations in Table 1 were assumed to represent varying ranges of ADS vehicles distribution on vehicle group. Analyzing these sets of vehicle location and distribution
provided the opportunity to shed light on resulting impacts due to ADS vehicles' position on traffic stream.

From the analysis, the simulation outcomes of the initial flow rate of 1800 veh/br with different ADS market penetration are provided in Figure 2 to demonstrate the influences of ADS vehicles position and distribution along the stream from both microscopic and macroscopic perspective. Figure 2(a) represents the variations of maximum flow rates resulting from the proposed car-following strategy at listed combinations. Figure 2(b) shows the average coefficient of variations (CoV) of acceleration of MDS vehicles in the simulated vehicle stream. Boxplots for a specific combination were plotted from the maximum flow rate and average CoV of acceleration data of simulated scenarios with varying platoon parameters, as listed before. Macroscopic analysis on maximum flow rates at different ADS vehicle shares (Figure 2(a)) identified the pattern of gradual increment with increasing ADS shares in the traffic. Observations of different combinations revealed that combinations with scattered ADS vehicles lead to lower maximum flow rates in comparison to combinations with grouped ADS vehicles. Additionally, grouping ADS vehicles at the front of the vehicle stream (i.e., 25% Comb-6, 50% Comb-5, and 75% Comb-3) resulted in 6.7-11.5% higher maximum flow rates in comparison to the scattered distribution of ADS vehicles (i.e., 25% Comb-1, 50% Comb-1, and 75% Comb-1). Analysis on microscopic characteristics of MDS vehicles was undertaken by measuring the average CoV of acceleration at different market shares and combinations of ADS vehicles. The resulting analysis showed a gradual decreasing CoV of acceleration with increasing shares of ADS vehicles. Similar to macroscopic analysis, the maximum amount of decrease in CoV (1.69-6.63%) was observed from combinations with ADS vehicles at the front of the traffic stream grouped together. Specific analysis on maximum platoon length's influence on acceleration fluctuations of MDS vehicles revealed that increasing maximum platoon length reduced the average coefficient of variation for acceleration for ADS vehicles. Similar analysis on the other two platoon parameters (i.e., inter-platoon headway and intra-platoon headway) demonstrated a reciprocal relation with acceleration fluctuations (increasing inter- and intra-platoon headway increased the average CoV of acceleration).

The analysis of the remaining initial flow rates and ADS market share revealed that creating platoons of ADS vehicles by positioning them at the front of traffic stream would be beneficial to the rest of vehicles in the traffic stream. Furthermore, increasing market shares of ADS vehicles could gradually reduce the acceleration fluctuation of MDS vehicles. Finally, increasing the flow rates could inversely influence traffic flow improvements with a specific ADS location and distribution combination. The notion of traffic flow improvements guided the authors in this study to explore mobility improvement potentials of the proposed car-following strategy by placing ADS vehicles at ideal positions along the traffic stream.

### Table 1: List of ADS vehicle combinations simulated for different market penetrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADS Market Share</th>
<th>Distribution of ADS vehicles (position)</th>
<th>Combination Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4, 8, 12, 16, 20</td>
<td>25% Comb-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4, 5, 10, 16</td>
<td>25% Comb-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 13, 14</td>
<td>25% Comb-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9, 10, 11, 12, 17</td>
<td>25% Comb-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
<td>25% Comb-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16, 17, 18, 19, 20</td>
<td>25% Comb-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20</td>
<td>50% Comb-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19</td>
<td>50% Comb-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20</td>
<td>50% Comb-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19</td>
<td>50% Comb-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11</td>
<td>50% Comb-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20</td>
<td>75% Comb-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20</td>
<td>75% Comb-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20</td>
<td>75% Comb-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2. Impact on Mobility

Since creating platoons of ADS vehicles was found to be the most effective way of acquiring associated benefits, influences of ADS vehicles on traffic mobility were examined with respect to three key variables of platooning: intra-platoon headway, inter-platoon headway, and maximum platoon length. Combinations of these three variables within listed sets were utilized to generate various platoon scenarios for simulation and analysis. The impact of these platoon structures on mobility was measured and compared with the help of two parameters: Average Travel Time (ATT) (see (5)) and Average Travel Distance (ATD) (see (6)). Later, case scores were computed by providing equal weights to ATT and ATD (see (7)). Different cases of platoon configurations were simulated and evaluated through case scores. Higher dispersion from base-case (0% ADS share) scores indicated higher mobility improvements. The objective of this analysis was to identify the optimal platoon configuration to improve mobility by increasing ATD and reducing ATT. The following equations were used to identify the mobility gains.

\[
ATT = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} ATT_i}{J} = \sum_{i=1}^{I} \left( \frac{P_{i,j} - P_{i,j-1}}{v_{i,j}} \right) \tag{5}
\]
Figure 2: Influences of ADS vehicles’ position on (a) maximum flow rate and (b) average coefficient of variation of accelerations.

\[
ATD = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} ATD_j}{J},
\]

\[
ATD_j = \frac{(p_{1,j} - p_{1,j})}{I}
\]

\[
Score_{Case_k} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} v_{i,j} (ATD_{j,Case_k})}{J} - (ATT_{Case_k})
\]

Here, \(i\) is vehicle index \((I = 2I)\), \(j\) is time index \((J = 1000)\), \(v_{i,j}\) is velocity of vehicle \(i\) at time step \(j\), \(p_{i,j}\) is position of vehicle \(i\) at time step \(j\), and \(Score_{Case_k}\) is score of case \(k\). Aforementioned (Section 4) platoon variables (i.e., maximum platoon length, inter-platoon headway, and intra-platoon headway) were explored to generate distinct platoon scenarios. The combinations of these parameter sets produced 64 distinct platoon configuration cases that were simulated for different traffic flows and ADS market shares to detect the capability of mobility improvements. Moreover, the limits of mobility improvements due to variation of platoon configurations were also revealed in this analysis. Obtained mobility improvements from base cases at different traffic states are presented in Figure 3(a). The three-quarter circles showed comparative mobility progresses at different flow
### Table of Mobility Improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Intra Platoon Headway</th>
<th>Inter Platoon Headway</th>
<th>Max. Platoon Length</th>
<th>Mobility Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.200%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.196%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.193%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.190%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.189%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.186%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.182%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.179%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.178%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.175%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.172%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.168%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.168%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.164%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.161%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.158%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.202%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.198%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.194%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.191%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.194%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.190%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.186%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.183%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.186%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.182%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.178%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.175%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.178%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.174%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.170%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.167%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figures

(a) [Variationsofmobilitybenefitsduetovaryingplatoonconfigurationsat](a)differentflowratesandADSsharesand(b)specificflowrate (1800 veh/hr) and ADS share (75%).
rates and ADS market shares simulated for the analysis. The color bar in Figure 3(a) indicated the extent of generated mobility score improvements. Figure 3(b) reveals detailed analysis for a specific flow rate and ADS share. For clear understanding of the impact of platoon configurations at a specific traffic state, mobility improvements at initial flow rate of 1800 veh/hr and 75% ADS share are provided in Figure 3(b) as an example. As observed in Figure 3(b), sixty-four (64) separate platoon configurations are generated from listed parameter set (Section 4). Parameters for each case are listed in the table in Figure 3(b). The mobility improvement column was calculated by comparing the base case (flow rate = 1800 veh/hr, ADS share = 0%) with the corresponding cases and transforming the value into a percentage. Negative percentages indicate impaired mobility and positive percentages denote improved mobility resulting from a specific platoon configuration. When inspecting Figure 3(b), it was found that maximum mobility benefits (0.204% improvement on case score) could be obtained from Case 33 (platoon configuration: intra-platoon headway = 0.50 sec, inter-platoon headway = 2 sec, and max. platoon length = 5) and Case 49 (platoon configuration: intra-platoon headway = 0.50 sec, inter-platoon headway = 2 sec, and max. platoon length = 6) for that specific traffic state. A declining trend of mobility gains was captured with increasing inter and intra-platoon headway. Additionally, increasing maximum platoon length parameter showed expansion with regard to mobility which came to a halt at maximum platoon length = 5.

An exploration of Figure 3(a) revealed that increasing ADS market could bring broader mobility enhancement at higher flow rates (yellow to green bands on 2400 veh/hr flow rate). Increased ADS share at low flow rates had a diminishing effect on mobility (light red to deep red bands on 1400 veh/hr flow rate). Another finding of this analysis was that the closely spaced ADS vehicles with long platoons would generate more mobility improvements. Hence, the maximum mobility benefit was experienced in Case 33 and Case 49. Although the analysis concluded that closely spaced, long ADS platoons could attain higher mobility benefits, close proximity of ADS platoons and long chain of ADS vehicles in these platoon configurations would severely restrict merging vehicles from neighboring lanes, on-ramps, side roads, etc.

Analysis on platoon parameters at different traffic state revealed that, with other parameters being constant, increasing platoon length resulted in improved mobility gains. Similar investigation on inter-platoon headway presented that increase in inter-platoon headway would reduce traffic mobility if other two parameters remain constant at a specific traffic state. Analysis of intra-platoon headways coincides with the insights of inter-platoon headway analysis. Therefore, compactness of ADS vehicles would bring more mobility benefits in roadway sections with minimal conflict points (e.g., spans between on/off-ramps on freeways and sections between intersections in arterial). The notion of conflict points led to the next section of this study, examining the impact of ADS vehicles on traffic safety.

### 5.3. Impact on Safety

Although Cases 33 and 49 were found to be an obvious choice among 64 tested platoon configuration cases with respect to mobility enhancements, all aforementioned cases were examined again to identify the potential impact on traffic safety. Findings from ADS vehicles location and distribution influenced the simulation of safety improvements by placing a series of ADS vehicles at the front of traffic stream to obtain optimal benefits. Since no merging traffic was considered, the safety enhancements were examined as a measure of potentials to reduce rear-end collision risks. Three safety surrogate measures were considered in this regard: time-to-collision (TTC), time exposed time-to-collision (TET), and time integrated time-to-collision (TIT).

TTC, TET, and TIT, introduced by Hayward, Minderhoud, and Bovy [44, 45], were widely used by traffic safety researchers. The time required for two successive vehicles in the same lane to hit if they maintain their current velocity is represented by TTC. Higher TTC would indicate safer traffic condition. TTC can be used to evaluate safety of a traffic environment, since lower TTC is indicative of potential dangerous situation [46]. Both TET and TIT are derived from TTC to measure safety improvements from macroscopic standpoint. Since TTC is the summation of instances when TTC are lower than threshold value, the lower TET value is expected at safer traffic conditions. TET value was measured by (9) where TTC values for each vehicle at each time stamp (TTC$_{ij}$) were compared with the threshold TTC (TTC$^*$) value to calculate TET value for each scenario. TIT measures the value of TTC lower than the threshold TTC. Similar to TET, a higher TIT value indicates higher safety concerns. The values of these parameters were measured using the following equations:

$$TTC_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{p_{i-1,j} - p_{i,j} - L}{v_{i,j} - v_{i-1,j}} & \text{if } v_{i,j} > v_{i-1,j} \\ \text{Inf} & \text{if } v_{i,j} \leq v_{i-1,j} \end{cases}$$

(8)

$$TET = \sum_{j=1}^{L} TET_j,$$

(9)

$$TET_j = \sum_{i=1}^{J} \delta_j \Delta j, \quad \delta_j = \begin{cases} 1 & \forall 0 < TTC_{ij} < TTC^* \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

$$TIT = \sum_{j=1}^{J} TIT_j,$$

$$TIT_j = \sum_{i=1}^{J} \left[ \frac{1}{TTC_{ij}^*} - \frac{1}{TTC_{ij}} \right] \Delta j$$

(10)

The threshold TTC values to measure TET and TIT were set as 2.5 sec, similar to standard perception reaction time. Resulting changes with regard to safety are displayed in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) presents total TET and average TIT values over the simulation period on base cases which
Figure 4: (a) Base-case safety parameter values at varying flow rates. (b) Changes in total TET, (c) variations of average TIT values considering MDS vehicles only, and (d) variations of average TIT values considering all vehicles, due to varying platoon configurations at different flow rates and ADS shares.
were utilized to measure safety improvements gained with the introduction of ADS vehicles. Figure 4(b) displays the range of changes on total TET values at different traffic states with varying platoon structures. Increasing ADS shares showed a gradual decline of total TET values. The extent of declination was much higher in higher flow rates. However, an exception was observed at high flow rates and lower ADS shares (flow rate = 2400 veh/hr, ADS share = 25%) where total TET value increased from base traffic states. Therefore, it can be stated that higher ADS share is required to bring noticeable safety improvements with increasing flow rates. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show analysis results of average TIT changes. As shown in earlier figure (Figure 3(a)), both factional circles revealed resulting improvements on average TIT values. This analysis considered average TIT values of MDS vehicles only in the traffic stream. Average TIT values of MDS vehicles in the CAV environment were compared with corresponding vehicles on base case for this analysis. The average TIT reduction of MDS vehicles was found to be within the range of -20.76%–8.55%. Additionally, higher safety gains were achieved with shorter platoons including ADS vehicles sparsely spaced. On the other hand, Figure 4(d) shows the analysis by comparing average TIT values of all vehicles with base case. For this analysis, it was assumed that there was no collision risk for ADS vehicles (average TIT values = 0 for ADS vehicles), irrespective of platoon configurations. Comparison between Figures 4(c) and 4(d) shows significantly higher improvements on average TIT values for all vehicles over MDS vehicles. The range of average reduction is much higher in Figure 4(d). Detailed analysis of safety enhancement for a specific traffic state provided further insights on the impact of platoon configurations. For instance, simulation results of 1800 veh/hr flow rate with 75% ADS share traffic state revealed that increasing ADS vehicles’ stretch over the traffic stream resulted in greater safety benefits for the remaining vehicles. Hence, the maximum safety gain was attained from Case 16 (-10.23% reduction on average TIT of MDS vehicles) for this specific traffic state. Although a similar pattern was observed for other traffic states, unexpectedly high safety concerns were experienced for some cases (dark red strip in Figure 4(c) for 2400 veh/hr with 25% ADS share). Moreover, maximum safety gains on MDS vehicles were obtained on 50% ADS share at 1800 veh/hr flow. The findings from safety impact analysis have led us to conclude that increasing ADS vehicles with increasing flow rates would improve safety of all vehicles if ADS vehicles form short, sparse platoon in start of traffic stream. Although rear-end collision risk for MDS vehicles would proportionately reduce with increasing ADS share at comparatively high and low flow rate, this correlation between safety gain and ADS share did not hold true for flow rates near capacity level.

Exploring the evolution pattern of platoon parameters provided important insights into safety feature. While other parameters (i.e., inter-platoon headway and max. platoon length) remain the same, continuous increment of intra-platoon headway showed reduction on rear-end collision expectation. Inter-platoon headway followed similar pattern to intra-platoon headway. However, range of safety improvement in both parameters depends on maximum platoon length. Magnitude of safety gains was much higher at small platoons (i.e., max. platoon length = 3) than big platoons (i.e., max. platoon length).

5.4. Impact on Environment. Environmental implications of proposed car-following mechanism were measured with respect to fuel consumption and emission reduction. While numerous models were available and utilized in the literature [47–49], the integrational simplicity of the VT-micro model [50–52] with car-following model persuaded us to implement this model. Output from car-following models can be directly used on the VT-micro model as input to estimate environmental impact due to vehicle dynamics which makes this model a perfect candidate for this analysis. According to the VT-micro model, the fuel consumption of or emission rate of ith vehicle at time step j can be measured using the following equations:

\[
\ln(MOE_{i,j}) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{l=0}^{3} \sum_{m=0}^{3} K_{i,m} x_{i,j}^l a_{i,j}^m & \text{if } a \geq 0 \\
\sum_{l=0}^{3} \sum_{m=0}^{3} K'_{i,m} x_{i,j}^l a_{i,j}^m & \text{if } a < 0
\end{cases}
\]  

where MOE_{i,j} is measure of effectiveness with respect to fuel consumptions, CO\textsubscript{x} emissions, and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for vehicle i at time j and \( K_{i,m} \) and \( K'_{i,m} \) are regression coefficients for MOEs at powers l and m. The values of regression coefficients are obtained from [50]. \( x_{i,j} \) is velocity of vehicle i at time j with power l. \( a_{i,j}^m \) is acceleration of vehicle i at time j with power m.

Analysis using the VT-micro model for the base case (0% ADS share) measured average fuel consumptions, CO\textsubscript{x} emissions, and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions of the vehicles in simulated traffic stream at different flow rates, which is presented in Figure 5(a). Simulation results indicated that the lowest fuel consumption, CO\textsubscript{x} emission, and NO\textsubscript{x} emission at base traffic state occurred at 1800 veh/hr flow rate. Therefore, low flow rates do not necessarily ensure low environmental impact. The transformation in environmental impact resulting from varying shares of ADS vehicles is demonstrated in Figures 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d). Gradual increments of ADS share showed a continuous reduction in fuel consumption. However, CO\textsubscript{x} and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for the traffic stream followed a different trend. As previous figures, the fractional circles displayed changes in average environmental parameters resulting from varying platoon structures and traffic states (i.e., flow rates and ADS shares). For a specific traffic state (i.e., flow rate and ADS share), the effect on environment demonstrated similar patterns to the impact on mobility. As an example, we can examine the platoon structures for 1800 veh/hr flow rate with 75% ADS share. The observations of this specific traffic state revealed that environmental benefits kept increasing with the gradual compaction of ADS vehicle in traffic stream. For instance, maximum reduction on fuel consumption was obtained for Case 33 and Case 49 (platoon configuration:...
intra-platoon headway = 0.50 sec, inter-platoon headway = 2 sec, and max. platoon length = 5 and 6, respectively) which reduced average fuel consumption by 4.87% from the base case, whereas Cases 48 and 64 (platoon configuration: intra-platoon headway = 1.25 sec, inter-platoon headway = 8 sec, and max. platoon length = 5 and 6) reduced fuel consumption by 1.42% and 1.44%, respectively. A similar pattern was observed for the other two parameters (i.e., CO\textsubscript{2} emission and NO\textsubscript{x} emission) for this traffic state. Detailed analysis of the environmental impact identified a proportional relation between fuel consumption reduction and ADS share at all simulated traffic flow rates. However, the extent of improvements varied at different flow rates. As for CO\textsubscript{2} and NO\textsubscript{x} emission, the relation between emission reduction and ADS share was found to be proportionate at lower flow rates (i.e., 1400, 1800 veh/hr). At high flow rate (i.e., 2400 veh/hr), higher reduction was obtained at low ADS share. Out analysis of the environmental impact of ADS vehicles and formed platoons provided us with the insights of fuel consumption, CO\textsubscript{2} emission, and NO\textsubscript{x} emission characteristics in order to make informed decision regarding platoon structures with an aim to attain optimal environmental benefits. Close inspection of platoon parameters revealed similar inclinations to mobility. Unlike mobility gains, the degree of environmental gains was significantly higher at larger platoon sizes (i.e., max. platoon length = 5,6) in comparison to smaller

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Case (0% ADS Share)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption</td>
<td>L/100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2} Emission</td>
<td>Kg/100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO\textsubscript{x} Emission</td>
<td>g/100km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5**: Observed variations of (a) environmental parameters at base case, (b) fuel consumption, (c) CO\textsubscript{2} emission, and (d) NO\textsubscript{x} emission for varying platoon structures at different traffic state.
platoons (i.e., max. platoon length = 3,4). Furthermore, the increments of intra and inter-platoon headway values showed steady declination of environmental benefits at a specific traffic state with other parameters being constant.

6. Identification of Optimal Platoon Parameter Set

An analysis of proposed car-following strategy delivered insights regarding mobility, safety, and environmental improvement potentials due to presence of ADS vehicles at mixed traffic conditions. One key finding of the analysis was that the expectation to obtain multiobjective improvements (i.e., mobility, safety, and environmental) from single platoon configuration was impractical. Since mobility and environmental developments maintained a reciprocal relationship with safety enhancements, a suboptimal platoon configuration could be determined to procure maximum gains from these three features. Another compelling outcome of prior analysis involved recognizing the fact that both traffic flow rates and ADS market shares impacted obtained benefits. Hence, achieving maximum mobility, safety, and environmental advantages from fixed suboptimal platoon configuration at different flow rates was unrealistic. To this end, it was necessary to present an approach that identified dynamic suboptimal platoon configurations for multiobjective decision-making purposes.

Influenced by Khondaker and Kattan [53], an analysis was performed to identify the suboptimal platoon configurations to maximize mobility, safety, and environmental gains generated by ADS vehicles. Collective influences from these three features were measured by placing different weights on them to get resulting variations on improvements (Figure 6(b)). Four sets of multiobjective functions were investigated to obtain suitable platoon structure. Sets for platoon variables were chosen from earlier analyses to identify suboptimal configurations.

The optimization of platoon variables for different multiobjective function identified each feature’s (i.e., mobility, safety, and environmental) individual and collective inclinations. To obtain clear and precise insights of these trends, the group of vehicles with 1800 veh/hr flow rate and 75% ADS market penetration is demonstrated in Figure 6. The improvements obtained due to ADS vehicles were scaled within [0 1] using extreme values from prior analysis of all the features (Figure 6(a)). For mobility improvements, the scenario scores were scaled within the above-mentioned range. Extreme average TTT values measured in safety impact analysis were applied to measure safety scores of different platoon configurations. Similarly, environmental score was calculated by assigning equal weights to three components of environmental impact (i.e., fuel consumption, CO₂ emission, and NOₓ emission) while scaling them within the range of 0 and 1. This action was performed due to variations of units in measures of effectiveness and to bring them in the same scale for optimization. Reviews of individual features identified a gradual reduction of mobility and environmental improvements with an increase of intra and inter-platoon headway. However, safety improvements showed opposite pattern. Figure 6(b) shows the results of a set of objective functions with predefined weight put on mobility, safety, and environmental aspect. The goal of this analysis is to obtain suboptimal platoon configurations for predefined objective sets and also to identify the objective function with maximum benefits from the assorted weight sets. Analysis of combined impacts identified that maximum benefits for all objective functions were achieved with the platoon configuration of intra-platoon headway = 0.50 sec, inter-platoon headway = 2 sec, and maximum platoon length = 5/6 vehicles. The objective of this analysis was to present an approach to identify suboptimal platoon configurations suitable for specific flow rates and ADS market share with specific motivation to assist in multiobjective decision-making.

7. Conclusion and Future Extensions

The objective of the study was to obtain rationalized insight on mixed traffic movements and evaluate the impact that ADS vehicles will supposedly have on traffic. While the potential of connectivity and automated controls is astounding, the extent of harnessing the benefits depends on discerning their influences on traffic. In this regard, we have proposed a naive car-following mechanism for mixed traffic and analyzed their motion dynamics to determine the possible improvements. Initially, the location and distributions of ADS vehicles along the traffic stream were discovered to be moving forward with established framework to obtain the highest rewards. The mobility, safety, and environmental gains obtained from CAV traffic stream were examined for varying traffic flow, ADS market penetration, and platoon configurations with the intention of determining the limits of these potential improvements. The final stage of this study was the analysis to obtain optimal platoon configurations to achieve maximum collective improvements.

The findings of the research show that, to obtain maximum mobility benefits, close and compact platoons are favorable in roadway sections without side frictions. However, segments with on-ramps, off-ramps, side roads, etc. need to be researched in the future to account for side frictions and their consequences on collective mobility, safety, and environmental gains. Identifying suboptimal platoon configurations for varying flow rates and market shares of ADS vehicles will assist traffic operation authorities to propose traffic state responsive dynamic platoon structures. Utilizing these platoon configurations will make the best use of ADS vehicles on prevailing traffic conditions to obtain maximum gains. Future research based on this study will account for vehicles with conflicting movements (i.e., lane changing, merging traffic from on-ramps, diverging traffic towards off-ramp, etc.) and propose potential improvements.
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Figure 6: Observed variations of (a) individual features due to diverse platoon variables listed and (b) listed multiobjective function sets resulting from changing platoon variables.
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